
loved ones

The red and white balloons in the window of former Downtown Books 

are deflating.  I keep walking by there, en route to the 30 bus stop, and 

the balloons are more and more so. 

I become more and more so a fuse, wielding gelatinous balls at the.  

In the process at those times I’m so sad I cry in public places.  Is like 

leaking without form.  Stopped between doors balling prosciutto in my 

hand and whipping it at the guards and the attractive people.  I had 

thought to attract them, and attract them so hard, to attract with lush 

easy embrace spilling over each iteration.  Foamy like champagne then 

ending all stuck to my pants. 

Loss like the slaughter of a loved one.  Is loss like ducking when a loved 

one is slaughtered?  If our loved ones die do we have no love?  Do we 

have expanded loves?  Do we have bird pics so lush and wild they are 

hard to look at and not cry?  

And when there is no love, only worried with a drained patience.  Elbows 

are outside comfort level. Nicked in excess, given as the result of surrender.  

Penetrations outside the Law, penned-in, portraying a silent resignation.

This is so painful that I feel as if in a way for patience. Grace for commerce, 

that thing that is the delicious thing, that pushes and cushions. It push-

pushes in the bush, an inbred logic. That I feel as if these are hurting. 

Despair as tumultuous despair handled downward through seasons’ 

lush spilling embrace.

Panning for gold in the bush, lustful, contrived battered whole thoughts. 

In the bush of insured proper. Thinking is ephemeral yes but this will 

cover itself through propriety; a camping group of people sharing soup, 

tarp, warmth. Display is profane and necessary and peacefully so, and 
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networked and thought and bled, and so vehicular where together we 

dunk love under. We come back up refreshed. Though no one could 

totally swim together except through some kind of faith. Not in the 

wake, but unsubstantiated rumors chlorinate. Just some people, their 

lungsbodies bodylove feetkickery fuckery duck.

Parts of us that are so cute include the trust, the open palm, the 

representative small space of breath. The adorable parts thus include 

all those inventoried. Counted as if above or below, and really down in 

the hushing admixture of our triangle. Parts of us recede. Partly you’re 

like a stubble in that mix there.

That expands and even that expands, if you are built worrying, such as 

we are built worrying, built crying in life, penned loathing cry. Sluicing 

that repetitious border between.

In a baby syndrome you find the right words. Which is not a baby 

syndrome you had ever known til now. Which is a baby syndrome in 

everybody and everybody has one to share.

In that, how do our complicated lonelinesses coalesce? Maiming adhesion 

that pulls with either direction of a love that is not basking, and in 

not basking clearly is covered with itself, both in and out. A delicious 

product of thieving selves in the empty building turning thieving into 

convivial maiming of the previously felt one that is the (w)hole in our 

teeth recording its own veracity.  

Slavoj Zizek surrenders to a chocolate cake. I imagine anyway if he did, 

it’d be wholly surrendering, y’know? Like whole hog like caloric terror. 

In any case this cake is ending surrender, if at all. Not that it’s endless, 

though. It can be a surrender ended by cake.
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How might our complicated lonelinesses coalesce to fight out the night terrors 

of unending Late Capital?  

How do masturbatory TMI proclamations serve or not serve. Fight out 

the messed up feelings in the prosciutto. A centuries old pain becomes 

artisanal. I ball up my self like through a yanking and a toggling between 

the simultaneity of Glenn Greenwald and Suicide Girls. Get an email 

from Suicide Girls that Suicide Girls misses you and find yourself in a 

very complicated loneliness. Like a very cold forest, with very animated 

speaking and loud trails, starving you for its love. And but for its love, 

your armor is partly what confuses the TMI. And confuses your path. A 

loneliness with a blunt force trauma which gives way to all the different 

kinds of windmill guitar in the forest. Out on the plain, razzing Earth 

itself. These quarters of place, self, purposeless suffering. Cities as grids 

girded against rattling compunction.
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purposeful play 

arrange 

a language that is dying in our mouths 

to go away and make friends 

a language that is dying in my mouth 

one thought gone is felt 

dying in being sluiced  

empathy trickling 

meaning  

we are that 

we are 

we are that 

we 

being loose and formal 

all at once a party and aggressive love 

we are we in that going 

all now I buy 

we not hot buying shut 

down buses busing us you’re  

all anger and forgiveness bustling  

being all now being  

shooshing mushing thrashing 

natural childbirth is an actor and dying in our mouths 

all buying hot in including things meals of 

language dying assuaged being with our selves shelves 

hot pockets grandiosity 

the spicy version is us now or  

trickling being sinews hot in the dry place using tarps all the time 

for when the clean tarps are ready we are 

dry in the hot place and  

Hot & Ready
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Prepared Statement 
 

Hey yall, I wanted to tell you. Guys in a trailer being pulled by pickup 

in the midday sun, hanging onto kitchen appliances. As though steering 

a vessel.

Thought I’d share. I wanted to share this desperate feeling, where the 

locals go. They sip their on-standby feelings. Feeling close to the bannister, 

and the empty mammalian kiss.

What is that cargo? And where do i go. And where do you go.

How are we just mammals with cargo? How are we not? Is my answer 

freighted with each twitch I evince at your avatar. I make a freighted 

answer, and go forth, through college and 56 years of porn. Emerge at 

the incline which opens onto a luscious meadow, but which is a repeat.

People! clinging to the sides of sundry articles. We can seize the array of 

spartan gestures. Grip the sides like heterophones. And I explode into 

the daylight. As complicated as non-organic fruit drinks; at the moment 

you swallow the drink, it takes hold of your chest with its cold reason. 

Its aftertaste stern. As though steering a vessel into and out of the light, 

at the behest of arbitrary constraints. 

Don’t fall down when you read this. As you steer the vessel, the coming 

influx of events collate into a formalized knowledge of spendthrift speedo 

boys ruminating Vegas trips. And I trip too. I go all the way, through to 

wherever the appliances take me. Take a drink of dew, and you swim for 

awhile. I flat-out can’t resist the grime of culture culled through mangled 

playback. Of grease to a former landlocked commissary. Commissary 

of the damned! Damned ennui of the people and their soup. Kitchen 

appliances.
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Something hides in the utterance I grip while beginning to see you. 

Yikes! There are only the words hiding along the margins of criminal 

neglect. Of absentee snuggling modifiers. Smuggling swag like gentle 

butchers. Which leads to us breaking the law and winning! Stated without 

decorum. The timing is off but the timing is rigged. I look foodstuffs 

right in the eye and want them. I look them right in the eyeless cavity 

that records my gesture. God I fucking WANT them!

As you steer the vessel, I trip. I scamper too, in broad surveillance. I 

am attempting to follow but the lead is squiggly, also irresistible to the 

other bus commuters. Me and the other bus commuters, lapping up 

the Red Hot Funyan grease on the fur of the seat. And there is a whole 

production crew there, filming us fucking up, and fucking each other. 

Us fucking up and each other, and the sky, debris, mangled transference 

of feelings. Really vulgar stuff, as we make love, at attention, supporting 

the troops. Supporting the troops, licking the scarlett grease from the 

yellow rail too. How’s that for an image? Jingoistic fuckstick. I cradle 

your burden like a mantra, production by Max Martin. Me, Brandon 

and Dana are here, and we eat the fucking tacos. 

the fcking tocas no tacos

   burning like orange captions of repeat offense. 

I operate the appliances and you grip the yellow rail. And we sail into 

the harbor, satiated and ready to go. We stream our heart’s content.
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Mike How
 

It’s just a silhouette 

a name 

this semblance of place 

paste this into averages 

paste into resignation 

that skips off the option 

quitting the expression 

on delay quilting 

I outlast several 

bunches of snazzy 

swag on alert 

milking its bench 

toasting always 

otherwise 

it will be 

closer to 11:30 when 

when we have 

and we have our adventure 

it will be closer to 

a robotic voice that intones 

put your booty in the clandestine microtone 

adventurous of its maximal 

rotund low end 

we thunk u the hottest 

additive of infection 

in fracking troubling 

troubling the groundwater 

and wearing anxiety 
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on the neck like a scarf 

an only recourse 

of course 

the addictive inflection of Luoma 

sky that is 

that is that 

that says hi there 

that is the perforated milk 

 Do you feel my hang-ups? 

in Europe on the mountain 

through the tiny crevice in the floor 

On the bestial floor 

on the milk-stained refrigerator shelf 

on the lips of people 

and the anguished sips and 

and sweaty brows responsive gestures 

recuperating their gestural freedom 

out of time embarrassed of wealth 

spared of it there aired out in it 

spared to be there 

and I wish u were here ❤️ 

enter your booty or 

the last 4 of your social instead 

of your booty in disappearing ink 

and in a magic handwritten hand 

how r u 

to withstand here or 

here or as I said to withstand 

speak to your perfect withstanding 

as I said we withstand 

to you this way to how we establish a formal withstand 
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in advanced standing 

I, this, your friend, joining hands 

with hands in the dark 

in the kernel of wetness 

really hearing baring it forth 

hearing its utterance 

linking to it which is a semblance 

linking to my 

my first address 

toward your 

confidentiality 

appeasement 

agreement 

its just we meant this credit these 

links and a welt on your arm 

a welt I and we kiss 

a pain at a kind of bearing 

distance from the news and its alienation 

distance partaking news in its 

refudiating palm 

its refudiating 

commercial 

hearts of palms the obsessive ones always had known 

and had always seen that we’re in here all along 

all along were still more than we’d been before 

more than how in when we’re here and laughing 

a swaying gentle keeping this forth it is first strict 

then a meme then strict and ever a meme 

more a meme then people seem to be up to here 

but they will be and we think we shall 

memes pepper our speech 
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and not the kind like peppers the eyes 

of people huddled on a plaza 

of people huddled there with arms 

and huddled with arms and bearing arms 

and baring obsessive notional inheritance 

of discourse which this is of course 

as a mean of averages peopled paradoxically with 

with bearings locked close to us 

a we don’t see how grief  

is a sausage 

my grandma said I look “snazzy” 

we were from wisconsin  

there was sausage and television 

television and sausage 

and in media you go and surf and you’re a serf 

availing yourself of certain varieties of sausage 

a we-don’t-see-how-sausage 

or legislation conks fevers 

in our dreams how our dreams are legislated 

and bearing these walls these borders these crooks in the closed arm 

formations 

how one rises from other and is actually that fabric 

r u 

there? 

I am here 

was here and a little desperate 

I was thinking of food from Panda Express 

and of Doritos and of Snyder’s Honey Mustard Pretzel Bits and of 

Chili and of Chili Cheese Fritos and of Culver’s and of Rocky Rococo 

and of the gyro place and of the guy in that place on M (the 

mezzanine) who’s only open til the 3 so what is the fucking point? 
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